There are two ways to turn a categorical model for pure quantum theory into one for mixed quantum theory, both resulting in a category of completely positive maps. One has quantum systems as objects, whereas the other also allows classical systems on an equal footing. The former has been axiomatized using environment structures. We extend this axiomatization to the latter by introducing decoherence structures.
Introduction
One of the main draws of categorical quantum mechanics is that it allows models of quantum theory different than that of Hilbert spaces [1] . Thus one can investigate conceptually which categorical features are responsible for which operational features of quantum theory. However, this advantage only applies to models of pure quantum theory, compact dagger categories C pure . To model mixed quantum theory requires adding structure on top of C pure . This is accomplished by the following two constructions:
• The category CPM[C pure ] has the same objects as C pure , but completely positive maps between them as morphisms [13] . Applied to the category of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces and linear maps, this results in completely positive maps between quantum systems. Hence this category can model dynamics between quantum systems. 1 • The category CP*[C pure ] extends this by also allowing classical systems [6] . When applied to the category of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces and linear maps, this results in completely positive maps between arbitrary finite-dimensional C*-algebras. Hence this category can model arbitrary dynamics, including measurement and controlled preparation of quantum systems. This state of affairs is somewhat unsatisfactory. It would be more in line with the categorical quantum mechanics programme to start off with a category with features that conceptually model mixed quantum theory, rather than having to start off with a category C pure with features that conceptually model pure quantum theory and then bolt more features on top by hand to model mixed quantum theory. That is, we would prefer to axiomatize categories modelling mixed quantum theory. For the CPM construction this has been done [4, 8] : one can use environment structures to see when a given category is of the form CPM[C pure ]. In this paper, we axiomatize the CP* construction: we introduce decoherence structures that allow one to tell when a given category is of the form CP*[C pure ]. In fact, we show that both CPM[C pure ] and CP*[C pure ] satisfy a universal property, paying special attention to the role of purification in both [3] .
The rest of this paper is laid out as follows. Sections 2 and 3 discuss the CPM and CP* constructions and their axiomatization, respectively. Each section first recalls the construction, characterizes the construction in a universal way, introduces environment/decoherence structures, and deduces the axiomatization from the universal property.
Future work Our axiomatization of CP* raises many interesting questions for future work:
• Environment structures have a relatively straightforward physical interpretation, namely discarding the information in a quantum system. The 'correct' physical interpretation of decoherence structures is a lot less clear.
• Decoherence structures are intimately related to splitting certain idempotents in CPM[C pure ], and relationships to [12, 10] should be investigated.
• • The current work is purely categorical. We expect decoherence structures to give interesting structure in examples such as the category Rel of sets and relations.
• The axiomatizations of C = CPM[C pure ] and C = CP*[C pure ] both require the user to specify a subcategory C pure of pure morphisms. Ideally this subcategory should be constructed out of C itself. There are proposals [2] that work for the category FHilb of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, but they do not even lead to a well-defined category in the case of Rel.
Environment structures
This section concerns the CPM construction [13] . We first recall the construction itself and characterizes it in a universal way. We then review environment structures and, by using the universal property of CPM, provide a new [4, 8, 5] proof that they axiomatize CPM. We freely make use of compact dagger categories and their graphical calculus [14] . When wires of both types A and A * arise in one diagram, we will decorate them with arrows in opposite directions. When possible we will suppress coherence isomorphisms in formulae. Finally, recall that (−) * reverses the order of tensor products, so f * has type A * → B * ⊗C * when f : A → C ⊗ B [13] . Definition 1. If C pure is a compact dagger category, CPM[C pure ] is the compact dagger category where:
• objects of CPM[C pure ] are the same as those of C pure ;
for some object X and morphism f : A → X ⊗ B in C pure ;
• identities are inherited from C pure , and composition is defined as follows;
• the tensor unit I and the tensor product of objects are inherited from C pure , and the tensor product of morphisms is defined as follows;
• the dagger is defined as follows.
There is a canonical functor P : C pure → CPM[C pure ], defined by P(A) = A on objects and P( f ) = f * ⊗ f on morphisms. This is a monoidal dagger functor: it preserves daggers, and there are a unitary natural transformation P 2 : P(A) ⊗ P(B) → P(A ⊗ B) and a unitary morphism P 0 : I → P(I) satisfying the appropriate coherence conditions; we will suppress P 2 and P 0 .
Our first main result characterizes CPM[C pure ] (up to monoidal dagger isomorphism) by a universal property. 
Then: 
• We may choose so that (CPM[C pure ], P, ) is initial in this category.
Notice that (3) implies every object of D equals D(A) for some A in C pure .
Proof. We must show that for any (D, D, ) satisfying (1), (2) , and (3), and any (D , D , ) satisfying (1) and (2), there is a unique monoidal dagger functor F :
Every object of D is D(A) for some A in C pure . Since we need
By (3), this completely fixes F, so it suffices to verify that F is indeed a well-defined monoidal dagger functor. Well-definedness follows from (2):
Functoriality of F is established by showing that it preserves identities:
and that it preserves composition:
The functor F is monoidal:
Finally, F preserves daggers:
This completes the first part of the proof. It remains to find making (CPM[C pure ], P, ) initial. Taking : A * ⊗ A → I to be then (CPM[C pure ], P, ) satisfies (1), (2) and (3) immediately.
Definition 3. Let C be a compact dagger category, and C pure be a compact dagger subcategory. An environment structure consists of a morphism : A → I for each object A in C pure satisfying
for all f , g ∈ C pure . An environment structure with purification is an environment structure such that every morphism of C is of the form f for some f in C pure .
Note that environment structures do not require C pure to be wide in C, i.e. containing every object, unlike [8, 5] . However, for environment structures with purification, C pure is necessarily wide in C.
From the universal property we now deduce that environment structures axiomatize the CPM construction.
Corollary 4. If a compact dagger category C comes with a compact dagger subcategory C pure and an environment structure with purification, there is an isomorphism CPM[C pure ] C of compact dagger categories.
Proof. Applying Theorem 2 to the inclusion C pure → C shows that CPM[C pure ] and C are both initial, and hence isomorphic.
Decoherence structures
This section concerns the CP* construction [6] . After recalling the construction itself, we characterize it in a universal way. We then introduce decoherence structures and, by using the universal property of CP*, prove that decoherence structures axiomatize the CP* construction.
The following definition is not quite the official definition of the CP* construction [6] , but it is equivalent to it [10, Lemma 1.2].
Definition 5. If C pure is a compact dagger category, CP*[C pure ] is the compact dagger category given by:
• objects of CP*[C pure ] are special dagger Frobenius structures in C pure : objects A in C pure with morphisms : A ⊗ A → A and : I → A satisfying:
we will write for , and for ;
• morphisms (A, , ) → (B, , ) of CP*[C pure ] are morphisms in C pure of the form f f for some object X and morphism f : A → X ⊗ B in C pure ;
• identity morphisms and composition in CP*[C pure ] are as in C pure ;
• the tensor unit I in CP*[C pure ] is the trivial Frobenius structure: tensor unit I in C pure , equipped with its coherence isomorphisms : I ⊗ I → I and = id I : I → I;
• the tensor product of objects (A, , ) and (B, , ) is (A ⊗ B, , );
• the tensor product of morphisms in CP*[C pure ] is inherited from C pure ;
• the dagger in CP*[C pure ] is inherited from C pure .
Recall that the positive-dimensionality condition [6] requires precisely that for each object A in C pure there is a positive scalar z such that:
, z ) on objects and Q( f ) = f * ⊗ f on morphisms [6] . In fact, Q factors through the functor P : C pure → CPM[C pure ]. We will suppress the coherence morphisms of Q.
We are now ready to prove our second main result, that characterizes CP*[C pure ] (up to monoidal dagger isomorphism) by a universal property.
Theorem 6. For a positive-dimensional compact dagger category C pure , consider the following category. Objects (D, D, , ) are categories D equipped with a monoidal dagger functor D : C pure → D, a morphism : D(A) → I for each object A of C pure , and an object F A and a morphism : D(A) → F A in C for each special dagger Frobenius structure A = (A, , ) in C pure , satisfying (1) and (2) as well as:
Notice that for (6) to hold we must have F A ⊗B = F A ⊗ F B and F I = I, and that ( 
• We may choose and so that (CP*[C pure ], Q, , ) is initial in this category. Note (8) implies that every object of D equals F A for some special dagger Frobenius structure A in C pure .
Proof. We must show that for any (D, D, , ) satisfying (1), (2), (6), (7) and (8), and any (D , D , , ) satisfying (1), (2), (6) and (7), there is a unique monoidal dagger functor F :
Every object of D is F A for some special dagger Frobenius structure A in C pure . Since we need
, to , and to . Therefore we define
By (8), this completely fixes F, so it suffices to verify that F is indeed a well-defined monoidal dagger functor. To prove that F is well-defined note that
and hence
This completes the first part of the proof. It remains to define and so that (CP*[C pure ], Q, , ) satisfies (1), (2), (6), (7) and (8) . We again take : A * ⊗ A → I to be . Note that this is indeed a morphism of CP*[C pure ] since it can be written in the required form: and is hence vacuously satisfied.
Definition 7. Let C be a compact dagger category, and C pure a compact dagger subcategory. A decoherence structure is an environment structure together with an object F A and a morphism : A → F A in C for each special dagger Frobenius structure A = (A, , ) in C pure , satisfying: 
A decoherence structure with purification is a decoherence structure such that every morphism of C is of the form f for some f in C pure . Note that (9) entails F A ⊗B = F A ⊗ F B and F I = I. Note also that in a decoherence structure with purification, each object of C must be of the form F A for a special dagger Frobenius structure A in C pure .
From the universal property we now deduce that decoherence structures axiomatize the CP* construction.
Corollary 8. If a compact dagger category C comes with a compact dagger subcategory C pure and a decoherence structure with purification, then there is an isomorphism CP*[C pure ] C of compact dagger categories.
Proof. Applying Theorem 6 to the inclusion C pure → C shows that CP*[C pure ] and C are both initial, and hence isomorphic.
